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Abstract: This paper reports on the dynamic characterisation of a Reinforced Concrete (RC) stadium grandstand module for the Sporting Stadium in Lisbon. To this aim, a three-dimensional (3D) Finite-Element (FE) numerical model, implemented according to the technical drawings of the structure, is first presented to provide preliminary estimates of the expected modal characteristics for the examined structural system. Ambient vibration tests are then carried out on the same grandstand, and used to extract the natural frequencies and vibration modes of the system, according to conventional state-of-the-art output-only modal parameter identification techniques. A sensitivity investigation and FE model updating study is hence presented for the grandstand, giving evidence of the major influencing parameters and key input data for the numerical fitting of the experimental modal testing results.
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1. Introduction and State-of-the-Art

Public facilities suitable to host lively events, where crowd motion is expected to induce significant dynamic loads, may suffer excessive vibrations during their life-time. This is the case of stadium structures, where slender and light engineering solutions are frequently adopted, turning them highly susceptible to human-induced vibrations. For grandstand structures with spans greater than 6 m, in particular, possible dynamic effects are usually tackled by guaranteeing that the natural frequency of such systems under operational conditions is higher than 6 Hz [1], and hence comply with conventional serviceability requirements [2].

In the last years, a huge number of studies have been focused on the dynamic performance of stadium structures. A large number of references on structural response and vibration serviceability of stadium structural assemblies under human-induced live loads (see for example [3–6], etc.) highlighted that their dynamic response depend not only on basic mechanical features—i.e., geometry, mass and damping of a given structure—but also on the nature of loading, which can become quite complex when moving crowd effects have to be considered. Besides the significant magnitude of dynamic loads that can be induced by crowds, the human-structure interactions can also change the dynamic properties of the structure itself. As a consequence, especially for the design of stadium structures, it is highly recommended to consider the dynamic nature of moving loads induced by lively spectators [7]. Despite the extensive literature research documents focused on the dynamic performance of existing stadium structures, the available knowledge on the topic is still not yet sufficiently advanced, and currently not recognised in most of the design codes.
In addition, stadium structures are widely used for multi-purpose utilisation goals, due to huge hosting and seating capacities, hence resulting—according to design standards—in typical strategic and vulnerable structural systems that should be properly designed and monitored during their life-time (in the same way of “soft targets” [8], infrastructures, etc.), especially in the event of extreme design actions. In this regard, dynamic identification based on non-destructive methods and smart technologies is increasingly in popularity and efficiency for civil engineering investigations ([9–13], etc.).

In order to gain more insight regarding the complex dynamics of such a structural typology, experimental identification methods are currently being used for both empty and occupied stadiums. According to the literature [14], these methods can be traditionally classified in input-output and output-only modal identification techniques. Among the input-output dynamic testing techniques that can be used in the case of grandstands, shaker testing options are mentioned in past documents [15]. However, such a kind of technique is extremely difficult to perform, as it requires heavy and expensive experimental equipment [16]. Two alternative output-only testing techniques can be considered instead, namely the Ambient Vibration Tests (AVT) and the heel-drop testing option (see [15]). In the first case, the major issue of the AVT method relies on ambient vibration only to excite a given structure (i.e., typically wind pressure), hence its application to stadium assemblies and components may not be efficient and mostly limited to the identification of the seating decks modes. On the other hand, heel-drop testing is unlikely to excite modes involving significant motion of whole stands. A combination of the two output-only approaches may hence be considered, for optimal dynamic estimations.

In this regard, Finite Element (FE) computer packages and the related numerical models are generally recognised as an important and robust tools that can help structural engineers to properly design (or retrofit) stadiums structures. However, when the results of the numerical simulations are compared to the experimental data, discrepancies in the natural frequencies and corresponding modal shapes are commonly observed, as a major effect of typical issues related to (i) simplifying assumptions (i.e., regarding the geometry and/or the mechanical behavior of materials); (ii) inaccuracy in modeling boundary conditions and/or non-linearities; (iii) uncertainties related to the model dynamic parameters, such as variation of material properties, damping, etc.; and (iv) possible errors/uncertainties in the test measurements. The FE model updating, based on test data derived from modal system identification techniques, has hence become a useful approach that can allow for a more reliable and accurate calibration of the reference FE assemblies, so that they could be efficiently used in subsequent dynamic analyses [17–19].

2. Research Objectives and Methods

The present study focuses on the experimental dynamic characterisation and on the FE model updating of a RC stadium grandstand. As a case study, the Sporting Stadium in Lisbon is examined. The first objective of the study is to assess the dynamic parameters of the stadium structure under live loads. At the same time, the study goal is to obtain, based on test measurements, a reliable FE model that can be used in subsequent numerical simulations, to assess the structural response of the stadium grandstand under the action of crowds. In this regard, the research investigation discussed herein also provides a useful insight for designers, with respect to the main variables and influencing parameters that can affect the dynamic behavior of similar structures. To this aim, experimental data recorded in a dynamic characterisation campaign are used. Such a set of test data consists in output-only AVT under two different loading conditions, namely obtained (i) in presence of natural excitation only (i.e., wind) and (ii) in presence of wind pressures combined with an artificial excitation (i.e., random movement of a group of volunteers). The so collected test data are processed by using the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD), see [20,21], and the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) algorithms [22,23], as available in the ARTeMIS software package [24], in order to extract the dynamic characteristics of the grandstand. The collected modal identification
output results are then used to update a preliminary FE numerical model of the structure, taken as reference for first estimations only, by parametrically fitting uncertain input variables and performing sensitivity analyses. Among them, key effects were observed to derive from the RC elastic modulus, the connections stiffness and the contribution of non-structural elements (see Section 5).

Description of the Grandstand

As a case study for the actual research investigation, the South grandstand (SG) of the “Estádio José Alvalade” football stadium in Lisbon—home of Sporting Clube de Portugal—is considered. This stadium was built between 2001 and 2003 and has an overall capacity of 50,000 seated spectators. A general view of the South grandstand is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2, the location of the grandstand object of investigation (M7) is also emphasised.

Figure 1. General view of the South grandstand.

In terms of structural concept, according to the available technical drawings, the stadium is basically divided into eight independent modules, comprising a total of 48 radial frames, see Figure 2a. Each frame consists of RC columns, walls and beams, while post-tensioned RC sections are used for raker beams (0.90 × 0.95 mm²) and ring beams (0.70 × 0.60 mm²). The ring beams have spans ranging between 10.5 m and 12.5 m, while pre-stressed hollow-core slabs with RC topping are used in the floors.

The risers, see Figure 3, are then realised in the form of standardised pre-cast, T-shaped pre-stressed RC members.

In general terms, riser beams represent one of the most important structural components, for the study of vibration modes of grandstands. Their main functions are in fact to physically accommodate the grandstand seats and to transfer the upcoming loads to the raker beams. In stadium structures, risers can typically comprise single (as for the Sporting Stadium), two or three continuous elements, see Figure 4. Multiple riser elements have the advantage of being stiffer than their single element counterparts, and hence less prone to human induced vibrations. However, this comes at the cost of being a more cumbersome structural element, which is also hard to manage during on-site assembly. In most of the cases, from a construction point of view, it is easier to adopt single element risers, connected between themselves by a set of steel dowels.
Figure 2. Structural features of the South grandstand (M7): (a) location (plan view) and (b) detailing of the radial frame (nominal dimensions given in m).

For the Sporting Stadium, see Figure 3b, the risers span over a total length of 9.85 m and are simply supported on the raker beams, using neoprene elastomeric bearings and a set of steel dowels (20 mm their nominal diameter). The cross-section of the risers is built up of a rectangular beam (0.53 × 0.19 m² its size), and a horizontal slab (0.82 m the width, with an average thickness of 0.13 m). The beam comprises then a 0.16 m stem, which is interrupted at the supports. Multiple riser units are then connected between themselves, at mid-span, through a steel dowel having a nominal diameter of 20 mm (Figure 3b).
Figure 3. Geometrical features of the risers: (a) supports on the raker beams and (b) mid-span cross-section (nominal dimensions given in m).

Figure 4. Riser beam typologies: schematic view of (a) single, (b) two and (c) three-element riser beams.

3. Preliminary Finite Element Model of the Grandstand

Before the execution of on-site experiments, a preliminary 3D FE model was developed using SAP2000 [25] commercial code, see Figure 5, by accounting for the available technical drawings of the grandstand. Four-node quadrilateral shell elements with six degrees of freedom per node were used to model the RC slabs, the walls and the risers of the grandstand, while the other structural elements (namely the RC columns and beams) were described by means of frame elements.

Figure 5. Finite Element model of the grandstand (SAP2000).

In terms of mechanical properties of the RC members, the material input parameters were calibrated in accordance with the original design calculations for the stadium, where a C40/50 resistance class concrete was chosen for the riser beams, while a C35/45 type concrete was used for the other pre-stressed components of the grandstand (i.e., the ring beams, the raker beams and the slabs). The latter concrete type was also used for the RC columns and walls. A C30/37 resistance class concrete, finally, was taken into account for the radial beams.
Assuming for concrete an isotropic, linear elastic constitutive law, the values of the elastic moduli \( E \) corresponding to each one of the mentioned concrete types were chosen from design standards accordingly to the general material prescriptions, i.e., 35, 34 and 33 GPa, respectively, and hence implemented in the reference FE model of the grandstand. Constant values for the Poisson ratio \( (\nu = 0.2) \) and volumetric weight \( (\gamma = 25 \text{ kN/m}^3) \) were finally considered for all the RC and pre-stressed structural components.

A key role was then assigned to the boundary conditions, as well as to the mechanical interaction between the structural components.

At the foundation level, possible soil-structure interaction was fully neglected and the whole stadium structure was assumed to be ideally clamped at the base. Ideal hinges were then defined at the interception between all the RC components, while particular attention was given to the description of the risers supports. The steel dowel connections between the risers at mid-span (see Figure 3a), were modeled in fact in the form of frame elements reproducing their nominal dimensions. Otherwise, the connection between each riser and the raker beams (see Figure 3b) were numerically described in the form of equivalent, linear spring elements. The elastic stiffness of these springs, being representative of the actual supports, was hence preliminary derived by taking into account the mechanical and geometrical features of neoprene elastomeric bearings and dowel connectors, hence resulting in a reference value of \( 10^7 \text{ kN/m} \). As the free length of the dowels (i.e., the gap between the riser and the raker beam) amounted to 20 mm only and the cross-section of the dowels was relevant, this results in an extremely high flexural stiffness for the connection. It was shown in [26] that dynamic estimates for structural systems may be highly affected by input assumptions in the supports and connection details, especially when elastomeric components are used [27], hence requiring careful attention, with respect to the nominal mechanical features (see also Section 5).

A linear modal analysis was carried out in SAP2000, on the so assembled and calibrated reference FE model. In doing so, an unloaded configuration of the grandstand was taken into account. The eigenvalue analysis was hence carried out by fully neglecting the non-linear behavior of the structure due to the deformed geometrical configuration induced by possible dead and live loads.

Post-processing of FE modal results highlighted that the vibration modes of the grandstand are generally localised within the joints of the structural system formed by the raker and the riser beams. These vibration modes are mostly dominated by vertical oscillations, with a front-to-back component of some extent, and are the modes which are specifically addressed in this research study. The first three vibration modes of the lower tier of the grandstand are shown in Figure 6, with evidence of the corresponding frequencies.

![Numerically estimated vibration modes of the lower tier (reference FE model, SAP2000).](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Numerically estimated vibration modes of the lower tier (reference FE model, SAP2000). (a) First, (b) second and (c) third modal shape and corresponding frequency.
4. Experimental Dynamic Identification of the Grandstand

The actual analysis of experimental and FE data follows a past dynamic investigation on a single riser. Previous dynamic testing was in fact carried out during the construction phase of the stadium, as also reported in [28]. The past study detected in about 6.75 Hz the fundamental frequency of a single riser for the stadium grandstand. At that time, in order to accomplish with the frequency criteria that prevent serviceability troubles during lively crowd events [29], the introduction of an additional restraint at mid-span between the risers, and consisting in a 20 mm diameter steel dowel (see Figure 3a), was then proposed and implemented on-site.

The effects of such a restraint solution on the dynamic characteristics of the grandstand are hence evaluated in this paper through a set of experimental measurements, focusing in particular on the natural frequencies and modal shapes of the seating deck, known to be the most vulnerable to crowd-induced dynamic loads. Based on the preliminary FE modal analysis summarised in Section 3, a new set of dynamic experimental tests was hence properly planned and optimised.

AVT are commonly used to identify the global vibration modes of large structures [30], which generally encompass the displacement of a whole structure [1, 15]. However, the success of such a method strictly depends on the capacity of the ambient excitation to vibrate the structure, and may be therefore hindered when measuring vertical modes of seating decks (typically protected from the wind). To overcome this limitation, an artificial excitation (random movement of a group of volunteers) was imposed to the examined structure.

4.1. Test Procedure and Vibration Measurement

Several output-only measurement campaigns were conducted during 2012 and 2013 on the empty structure, in the presence of:

(I) natural excitation (wind), and

(II) combined, natural (wind) and artificial (random movement of a group of volunteers) excitation, in order to identify the corresponding dynamic performance, with careful consideration for the seating deck modes.

By processing the so recorded test data, it was then concluded that the AVT measurements derived from the (II) combined excitation can be used to extract the modal shapes for the grandstand object of investigation. The experimental study reported in this paper was focused on a limited area on the lower tier of the grandstand, see Figure 7a, known to be the location of the organised supporters. The position of the monitoring grid points was defined based on the FE modal simulations, aiming to guarantee the identification of the natural frequencies and the corresponding vibration modes in the range of interest. The choice of the localisation of the monitoring area and of the interest of the modal parameters of the grandstand was set according to the primary goal of the identification process, that is the simulation of the dynamic response of the grandstand in the presence of a lively crowd participating in a sportive event where coordinated motion is expected. Coordinated crowd motion is likely to excite the symmetric modes of the seating deck and consequently their identification was considered to be the most important. The test setup consisted in a monitoring points grid covering only half of the grandstand, shown in Figure 7b. The dynamic response of the structure was recorded using four Syscom triaxial synchronised velocity sensors (geophones). To cover the 21 grid points, seven different setups were considered, with one reference geophone (grid point #24) and three roving ones. In each setup, the data was acquired for 5 min at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The required broad-band excitation was achieved by an uncoordinated movement of a group of twelve volunteers.
The structural response originated by a group of un-synchronised volunteers, in particular, namely consisted in not an ideal stationary random excitation for the grandstand, and the recorded data consequently needed a careful treatment [5]. Nevertheless, the quality and reliability assessment of the information derived from recorded AVT data is generally recognised to have a key role, in order to guarantee the success of the overall modal identification process [33].

One of the possible source of errors in the collected AVT records, at the time of the test measurements, was related to the artificial component of excitation that has been considered. The structural response originated by a group of un-synchronised volunteers, in particular, namely consisted in not an ideal stationary random excitation for the grandstand, and the recorded data consequently needed a careful treatment [5]. Nevertheless, the quality and reliability assessment of the information derived from recorded AVT data is generally recognised to have a key role, in order to guarantee the success of the overall modal identification process [33].

For the study discussed herein, the pre-treatment of the recorded structural responses consisted, essentially, in data inspection, stationarity hypothesis check, filtering and windowing and spectral analysis for relevance check. The time histories were visually inspected to clean the data from spurious trends and the hypothesis of stationarity was checked by a statistical analysis method, the reverse arrangements test [33]. This process allowed to select the portions of the time history that proved to be reasonably stationary, thus minimising the uncertainty of the AVT results.

The adopted reverse arrangement technique computes the mean square values (or other similar parameters) in adjacent segments (at least 20) for individual time histories, and aligns these sample values in time. The number of inequalities where the mean square value \( (x_i > x_j) \) for all pairs \((i, j)\) \((i, j = 1, N)\) with \(i < j\) represents the reverse arrangements [33,34]. The observed number of reverse arrangements \( A \) is used to identify the non-stationarity trends. When such a number is in the interval from \( A_{N,\alpha/2} \) to \( A_{N,\alpha/2} \) (where \( \alpha \) is the confidence level), the time record can be considered as stationary to the degree of significance \( \alpha \). From a theoretical point of view, the Root Mean Square (RMS) values from adjacent segments of a stationary signal are independent observations from a random variable. The presence of time trends in the RMS values may indicate a non-stationarity signal [33].

Figure 7. AVT of the empty structure: (a) detail of the monitored zone for the M7 grandstand (lower tier) and (b) corresponding test grid (with grid point #24 representing the reference geophone).

4.2. Pre-Processing and Data Relevance Analysis of the Measurements Records

When FE updating techniques are used to improve the correlation between the simulated numerical outputs and the experimental behavior of the real structures (based on experimental modal identification data), it is usually assumed that the test measurements represent the reference, correct estimation, and the numerical model must/can be adjusted and enhanced, at the component and/or assembly level. In this case, the presence of possible errors and/or uncertainties in the test measurements can strongly compromise the modal identification results and, consequently, the whole FE updating process [31,32].
Each time record was divided in 1.5 s long, non-overlapping data segments and the test for stationarity was checked with a high confidence level ($\alpha = 0.03$). Based on such a kind of evaluation, the time records from test points #17 and #32 were rejected as non-stationary, see Figure 6b.

To reduce low and high frequency components embedded in the recorded data, a digital Butterworth band pass filter with cut-off frequencies at 0.8 and 20 Hz was applied. Hanning window and 50% overlap was used to the spectrum computation, to minimise possible leakage effects that may affect the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) results on an incomplete time history.

The pre-processed time histories records were checked for data relevance. Each individual signal record was divided into two equal parts, see the Signal 1 and Signal 2 illustrated in Figure 8a,b, and data relevance was checked by a spectral analysis.

Figure 8. Data relevance for a representative time record for grid point #24: (a) velocity time history for each signal segment; (b) auto-power spectral density estimate for each signal segment; (c) cross-spectral density, phase angle and coherence for the two signal segments.
Data relevance was commonly considered reliable when (like in Figure 8a,b), their auto-power spectral density estimates showed relevant peaks at the same frequencies. In Figure 8c, the cross-spectrum, coherency, and phase angles for the two signal segments are also proposed. As shown, the relevant peaks exhibit perfect to near-perfect coherence and consistent phase angles.

A detailed spectral analysis was carried out on the individual time series and on pairs of the velocity measurements. The velocity time histories and the corresponding auto-power spectral estimates for selected grid points are presented in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. (a) Typical time history and (b) auto-power spectral density for selected representative grid points (vertical direction).](image)

Analysing the time history velocity curves, one can observe that similar velocity amplitude was recorded by all sensors, indicating that the dynamic load was distributed uniformly on the structure. Moreover, the presence of relevant peaks in the same frequency range of the power spectral density plots, strongly suggests that they are consistently related to the natural modes of the structure. In order to evaluate the significance of the spectral peaks in term of the structural vibration modes, the coherence functions for a set of channel pairs are also shown in Figure 10a–c. There, the collected plots suggest a rather good correlation, in the frequency intervals where fundamental modes are expected. Highest values of the coherence occur around 10 Hz, indicating possible frequencies around this value.

![Figure 10. Coherence of the cross spectral density function for representative grid point pairs: (a) grid points #33 and #24; (b) #15 and #24; (c) #22 and #24.](image)

4.3. Data Processing for Modal Identification

The velocity time records processed for quality assurance were used next to extract the modal parameters of the empty structure by applying the EFDD [20] and SSI [22] modal identification algorithms, both available in the ARTeMIS [24] commercial software.
The EFDD [19,20] non-parametric method is an extension of the Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) algorithm, that estimates the Eigen-modes in the condition of a white noise input and a lightly damped structure by performing a singular-value decomposition of the system’s spectral density spectra to obtain power spectral densities of a set of several single-degrees-of-freedom systems, each corresponding to an individual mode. The EFDD allows the estimation not only of the mode shapes and their frequencies but also of the corresponding damping ratios.

The Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) techniques [21,22] is a parametric method developed in the time domain, that uses weighted time series data resulting from the output-only measurements to identify a stochastic state space model that describes the linear vibrations of the structure. For each set-up, a set of models with different parameters are identified and a stabilisation diagram is established, discriminating between stable, unstable, and noise modes.

The dynamic modal characteristics of the lower tier of the grandstand, as resulted from the AVT modal identification procedure based on EFDD and SSI algorithms, are summarised in Table 1. As shown, the first vibration mode (9.40 Hz, according to the SSI algorithm) was not properly identified by the EFDD method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibration Mode</th>
<th>EFDD</th>
<th>SSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st mode</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd mode</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd mode</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>10.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experimentally identified fundamental frequencies of the lower tier of the grandstand. n.a. = not available.

The corresponding modal shapes are illustrated in Figure 11.

![Identified modal shapes](image)

Figure 11. Identified frequencies and corresponding modal shapes (empty structure).

One of the most popular index for the quantitative analysis of the correlation between mode shapes is the modal Assurance Criterion (MAC), see [35]. The MAC is a squared, linear regression correlation coefficient and it provides a measure of the consistency (degree of linearity) between the two vectors under comparison. The MAC values are bounded between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating fully consistent vectors.

When a set of experimental mode shapes are correlated with themselves the MAC procedure is known as AutoMAC and is often used to assess the effectiveness of sensor layout [35].

The AutoMAC matrix computed for the FE model and for the experimental data, Table 2, points out that the measuring points were adequate to determine the mode shapes.
Table 2. AutoMAC for the reference FE model and experimental matrices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference FE Model</th>
<th>1st mode</th>
<th>2nd mode</th>
<th>3rd mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st mode</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd mode</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd mode</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>1st mode</td>
<td>2nd mode</td>
<td>3rd mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st mode</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd mode</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd mode</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The recorded time series duration comply with the length recommended by technical literature, i.e., 1000-to-2000 times of the first natural period [36,37], therefore the natural frequencies and the mode shapes could be accurately estimated. The family of the SSI method typically provides reliable modal estimates from records of limited duration as they operate on time domain.

The initial MAC matrix, computed from the FE model and experimental data, is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. MAC matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference FE Model/Experiment</th>
<th>1st Mode</th>
<th>2nd Mode</th>
<th>3rd Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st mode</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd mode</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd mode</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Sensitivity Analysis and Finite Element Model Updating

Based on the experimentally identified modal properties of the grandstand, it is possible to notice in Table 3 that a relatively weak degree of correlation was found for the first vibration modes. The comparison of test estimations with the reference FE numerical results suggests an additional refined calibration of the FE model, with confidence in further analysis. To assess the sensitivity of FE results to input data, an updating procedure was herein performed, consisting in modifying the physically meaningful—but mostly uncertain—input parameters of the numerical model, so as to obtain a better agreement between the numerical estimates and the experimental predictions.

A sensitivity analysis was performed in order to identify/select the most influencing parameters whose changes cause relevant variations in the FE outcomes. According to this analysis it was observed that, for the present structure, the uncertain parameters lie in some specific components, namely represented by:

(a) the riser and raker beams,
(b) the beams and columns belonging to the main frame,
(c) the presence of non-structural elements, and
(d) the mechanical features of the connections between multiple RC components.

By using the reference input values summarised in Table 4 (and further graphically emphasised in Figure 12 by a vertical dot line), a parametric FE investigation was carried out on the preliminary numerical model of Section 3. The modal properties of the grandstand were hence estimated as a function of independent variations in each one of the (a)-(d) variables. The resulting sensitivity curves are presented in Figure 12 for the three fundamental vibration modes of interest ($f_1$, $f_2$ and $f_3$) hence allowing to emphasise the major parameters affecting the structural dynamics of the grandstand, hence required to be considered in the updating of the initial FE assembly. The final values of the so selected parameters, through the sensitivity study that is only briefly described in this paper, were in fact chosen using good engineering reasoning, in order to maximise the correlation between the numerical estimates and the experimentally derived dynamic properties of the structure.
Table 4. Key parameters for the sensitivity analyses and FE model updating. In evidence, the reference input and the updated (optimal) values. $\Delta = 100 \times (v_{up} - v_{ref})/v_{ref}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FE Parameter</th>
<th>Reference Value</th>
<th>Updated Value</th>
<th>$\Delta$ [%]</th>
<th>Reference Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Riser beams</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus $E$</td>
<td>GPa 35</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>12a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific weight $\gamma$</td>
<td>kN/m$^3$ 25</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>12b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Raker beams</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus $E$</td>
<td>GPa 34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>12c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific weight $\gamma$</td>
<td>kN/m$^3$ 25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main frame beams</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus $E$</td>
<td>GPa 33</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>12e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main frame columns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus $E$</td>
<td>GPa 34</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>12f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dowels</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter $\phi$</td>
<td>mm 20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>12g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connections</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness $k$</td>
<td>kN/m $10^7$</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>12h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(riser-to-raker beams)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness $k$</td>
<td>kN/m $10^7$</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>12i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(walls-to-riser beam)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. FE sensitivity study of the grandstand. In evidence, the variation of the first three vibration frequencies of the structure. (a–i) plots according to Table 4.

5.1. Riser Beams

The riser beams of the Sporting Stadium consist of single precast pre-stressed RC members, hence the uncertainties related to their geometrical variations from nominal dimensions, as well as possible imperfections and possible cracking, are limited. Several literature studies ([38–40], etc.) showed how non-destructive testing can be efficient to assess the durability of RC structures.

In this study, it seems reasonable to assume that the parameters controlling the dynamic behavior of the FE model are related to the elastic modulus $E$ and the specific weight $\gamma$. The influence of these parameters on the three natural frequencies of the vertical modes is presented in Figure 12a,b. Analysing the related sensitivity curves, one can see that changes in both the input parameters
have significant influence on the predicted natural frequencies. The values that allows the numerical prediction to best fit the experimental data are summarised in Table 4, and are respectively characterised by a $+10\%$ scatter in the elastic modulus (i.e., corresponding to a higher RC resistance class for the pre-casted elements, compared to the prescribed one), and a marginal decrease ($-2\%$) in the specific weight. The latter value, during the parametric study, was specifically needed to correct possible overlapping effects of the FE model components, in the vicinity of nodal regions.

Worth of interest is that the predicted scatter for the optimal RC elastic modulus still agrees with literature efforts (see for example [41,42], etc.), where the dynamic-to-static of the moduli ratio for pre-cast concrete members was found to lie within an average range up to 1.2–1.4.

5.2. Racker Beams

The main functions of the raker beams are to accommodate the riser beams and to transmit their loads to the main structural frame of the grandstand. They also confer an additional horizontal stiffness to the main frame, limiting the inter-story drifts of the overall grandstand. The racker beams are usually pre-stressed, heavy RC elements, cast in place, and hence more prone to geometrical imperfections and deviations from their nominal features. For this reason, the sensitivity analysis was still focused on their elastic modulus $E$ and specific weight $\gamma$. The numerical plots presented in Figure 12c,d, however, show that, while $E$-changes mildly affect the modal properties of the grandstand modes, these modes are mostly non-sensitive to changes in the specific weight $\gamma$ of the raker beams. Therefore, in the updated FE model, the changes were limited to a $+3\%$ increase in the elastic modulus.

5.3. Main Structural Frame

Built up of a series of radial and circumferential RC beams and columns, the key mechanical properties of the main frame members are likely to be affected by cracking. The sensitivity curves illustrated in Figure 12e–f show that a possible opening and evolution of cracks of concrete would moderately affect the vibration modes of the grandstand. Based on the FE parametric simulations, a $-10\%$ decrease in the elastic modulus for all these elements was finally considered in the updated model, so as to account for time, load and ambient effects on the frame members.

5.4. Connections

Since largely affecting the structural properties of the grandstand, the FE numerical modeling of connections is generally a subtle and demanding task. In the specific case of the Sporting Stadium, it was shown in Figure 3 that the risers are connected to the raker beams, and between themselves (at mid-span), by a set of steel dowels.

The influence of the actual cross-section of the mid-span dowels on the vibration modes of the grandstand was hence first numerically addressed, and the corresponding curves are presented in Figure 12g. Analysing the so collected plots, it is possible to notice that the 2nd and 3rd frequencies are highly sensitive to the cross-section of these mid-span dowels, being responsible of an additional restraint for their nominal span. In the updated FE model, a $-10\%$ variation in the nominal diameter was considered for them, which is also reasonably representative of possible corrosion effects.

Another important but rather uncertain FE input parameter is then associated with the stiffness of the riser-to-raker beams mechanical connections. These connections, see Figure 3, are physically materialised by a set of steel dowels which work together with neoprene elastomeric bearings, and are numerically reproduced, in the FE model, by a set of equivalent spring elements. As shown in Figure 12h, compared to mid-span dowels, the stiffness of these connections marginally affects the 2nd and 3rd vibration modes of the grandstand. As the initial stiffness considered for these connections (i.e., $10^7$ kN/m) proved to be numerically unreliable, however, a lower value ($10^5$ kN/m) was taken into account in the FE updated model.
5.5. Non-Structural Components

The presence of non-structural components, in conclusion, can largely affect the dynamic behavior of the given grandstand, as a major effect of the additional mass (which could be readily considered in the FE model in the form of lumped mass contributions), but also resulting from the additional constrain that these members may partly involve in the free vibration of the structure. The non-structural elements considered in the present study, in particular, are represented by the walls that divide the space in the grandstand lower floors, as derived from architectural impositions (see also Figure 2b for further details). In the FE model, these masonry walls are located between the riser beams and the 2nd and 3rd floors, respectively, and described in the form of equivalent spring members.

The sensitivity analysis of the updated FE model showed that the activation of these spring elements—and especially the springs representative of the masonry walls placed between the riser beams and the 2nd floor—are responsible of suppressing the first vibration mode of the lower tier of the grandstand, hence resulting in unreliable numerical predictions. From such a preliminary FE outcome, one may conclude that the 2nd level masonry wall is not mechanically connected to the riser beams, and therefore the corresponding spring elements should not activate. In the current FE study, these springs were hence dismissed from the updated numerical model.

Accordingly, further attention was spent for the masonry walls at the level of the 3rd floor, see Figure 2b. Based on the sensitivity curves collected in Figure 12i, this latter set of spring elements proved to have negligible effects on the numerical estimates of the vibration modes of the grandstand. As a result, similarly to the 2nd floor walls, these springs were dismissed from the optimal FE model assembly.

5.6. Optimal FE Parameters

The updated FE parameters resulting from the sensitivity study are collected in Table 4. The comparison between the modal experimental data and the numerical estimates, calculated by using both the reference and the updated FE models, are also presented in Table 5, so as to illustrate the marked reduction in the initial frequency discrepancies with respect to the test measurements. One may also refer to that the updated MAC values presented in Table 6, that also suggest a high correlation between the examined modal shapes, hence denoting that the obtained updated FE model could be used, with some degree of confidence, in subsequent analyses of the stadium. Especially for the 1st and 3rd vibration modes, in particular, it can be see that the corresponding frequency scatter is minimised, with MAC values in the order of 0.98 and 0.88 respectively. The numerical estimates for the modal shapes and corresponding natural frequencies, as obtained by using the updated FE model of the grandstand, are presented in Figure 13, together with the corresponding test derivations (empty structure). In the case of the 2nd mode, a weakest modal correlation was still observed, even with marked improvements, with respect to the initial FE estimations. The calculated scatter and MAC are in fat in the range of 3.3% and 0.75, hence suggesting a rather good correlation with test measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibration Mode</th>
<th>Experiment f [Hz]</th>
<th>Reference FE Model f [Hz]</th>
<th>$\Delta$ [%]</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>Updated FE Model f [Hz]</th>
<th>$\Delta$ [%]</th>
<th>MAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>9.99</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Experimental and numerical frequencies, as obtained from the reference and updated FE models. $\Delta = 100 \times (v_{FE} - v_{exp})/v_{exp}$. 
Table 6. Final MAC matrix for the updated FE model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Updated FE Model/Experiment</th>
<th>1st Mode</th>
<th>2nd Mode</th>
<th>3rd Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st mode</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd mode</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd mode</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the dynamic modal parameters of a RC stadium grandstand structure were identified using test measurements of the structural response induced by a combined natural and artificial ambient excitation. To this aim, the acquired velocity records were processed to minimise noise effects, so as to qualify and assess data relevance of the selected data segments used in the identification process.

By using two independent operational modal analysis techniques, the EFDD and SSI algorithms available in the ARTeMIS computer software, it was possible to identify the fundamental frequencies and mode shapes of the examined grandstand, with a good agreement between the corresponding test estimations. The frequencies and mode shapes where hence used to define the target of a FE model updating algorithm, to considerably improve the quality of a preliminary structural FE model carried out in SAP2000, but accounting for nominal geometrical and mechanical features only.

It was found that the dynamic properties of the grandstand are highly sensitive to even small variations (i.e., less than ±10%) on the elastic modulus of the RC structural elements, mainly in what concerns the riser and the raker beams. Limited variations on the weight of the riser beams (up to a maximum of ±3%) also proved to greatly affect the dynamic properties of the examined grandstand. A key role was then emphasised by the stiffness calibration for the structural connections, as well as non-structural components.

Figure 13. (a) Numerical (updated FE model) and (b) experimental fundamental modal shapes, with evidence of the corresponding vibration frequencies.
The updated FE model generally resulted in rather good correlation with test measurements, as well as markedly enhanced estimates, compared to the preliminary FE model. In this sense, it is expected that the updated FE assembly could be reasonably used as a robust tool for the evaluation of the dynamic response of the grandstand in the presence of a crowd action, as well as that could serve as a reference background for possible long-term monitoring of the grandstand.
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